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Let’s see if there are any 
new Microplastics papers 
on Google Scholar….

Google Scholar search results….
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… but we’ve also found other interesting things. 

Now that we are looking, what will appear next?
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Does it matter?

… no/yes, maybe… when?

What are the results telling us…
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Improved method standardization and harmonization

Hypothesis driven research, less focus on presence/quantification

When does harm occur…

… for fully and semi-synthetic plastics

… for other microdebris

Tease out impacts between different plastics, chemicals and misc. variables



Tools & Solutions

Individual actions help, but SYSTEMIC CHANGES are required

Less single use plastics

Industry/Manufacturers/Producers must adapt

Improved techniques/methods/materials use in textiles

Best/easiest/cheapest solution is always prevention over cleanup
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https://64.media.tumblr.com/c3c45b2dbab91d4a6a6560753956542f/tumblr_ptptjhhVb41qg1n95_1280.png



Thanks & Questions

More Questions?

@C_HaWQjeremy.conkle@tamucc.edu c-hawq.org

Presentation PDF



- Dr. Seuss, The Lorax

“Unless someone like you 
cares a whole awful lot, 
Nothing is going to get 

better. It's not.”


